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Build custom Reflect applications with expert help from Unity

Benefits

Gain a solid foundation 
in Unity Reflect

Learn how to rapidly develop 
custom applications and 

features

Receive tailored training 
in Unity best practices

Discover actionable 
next steps for further 

improvements

Unity’s Reflect Accelerator is a four-day sprint designed to help your team build custom applications on top of Unity 
Reflect, using the Unity Editor to address your specific workflows and needs.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Reflect Accelerator

“Visualizing projects in 
the HoloLens and other 
augmented reality platforms 
is becoming increasingly 
important in our industry. 
Unity Reflect is great because 
it gives design teams the 
ability to make changes and 
see those reflected instantly 
on-site in AR.” 

– Adam Chernick, R&D Lead for 
AR/VR, SHoP Architects

Why partner with Unity?

Questions? Contact your account representative.

Working with us gives you direct access to the engineers who help build Unity and know the source code inside out. With intimate 
knowledge of the platform, we can provide you with strategic guidance and advice on technical implementations to help you future-
proof your work

You’ll be supported by leading industry veterans with insight into market trends, emerging and adjacent technologies, and best 
practices. We are partners who stay laser-focused on making sure you succeed throughout your journey with Unity.

While each engagement is customized, these are the most common 
applications developed:

• Construction field/mobile augmented reality (AR) guidance application. 
Bring BIM data to the job site in AR to better visualize upcoming 
construction activities, perform QA/QC against the design model, and 
ensure perfect project delivery.

• Preconstruction sequencing/BIM coordination. Visualize and simulate 
a construction project in real-time before it starts to drive the right 
planning decisions across subcontractors.

• Customized interactive viewers. Perform immersive and real-time 
design reviews with clients and communities to win more business 
through bidding, convey design ideas in AR and VR, and incorporate 
feedback from clients into the BIM model in real-time.

Unity engineers can accelerate the development of any custom real-time 
3D application you would like to build by providing in-depth, hands-on 
learning to your internal team. 


